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Event Horizons
Oct 30 October Centre Meeting - Randall Brooks: Instrumental

Developments and the Advancement of Astronomy. Carleton 
University, Steacie Building room 103,8:00 pm.

Nov. 6 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University, Steacie 103, 
8:00 pm.

Nov. 20 Annual Dinner Meeting - Terence Dickinson: The Evolution of 
Amateur Astronomy. See advertisement elsewhere in this issue.

Standing on my Head Ian Grant
I came to the northern hemisphere looking forward to seeing the far northern 
constellations behind the mythology which I loved to read about when I was very 
young. Most of the far southern constellations are faint and their star patterns are not 
very memorable. I confess to being unable to recognize most of them. When I arrived 
north I instantly recognized the Big Dipper and Cassiopea's "W".

I thought that apart from a few extra constellations on the northern side of the sky, the 
sky would look reassuringly familiar. I was wrong. Finding familiar constellations 
near the equator and zodiac was not as easy as you'd think from turning a chart upside 
down -  I hadn't realized how much I relied on the horizon to locate things, and now 
the Ottawa horizon was slicing across the sky in paths wildly different from any it ever 
takes at mid-southern latitudes. Thus I was surprised to see the northern winter 
constellations arranged in a tight circle high in the sky: Taurus, Auriga, Gemini and 
Orion. In the southern hemisphere Orion is usually at a decent elevation on summer 
evenings while the other three appear in sequence above the northern horizon as the 
night or season progresses.

I'm used to thinking of Orion as roughly rectangular, as I'm sure northern observers 
do. But from the north it looks distinctly skewed to me, because the slight divergence 
from a perfect rectangle is in the opposite sense. I wonder why the southern 
hemisphere sees Pegasus the right way up? The evening first quarter moon is 
illuminated on the wrong side. The motion of the sun and moon from left to right took 
a lot of getting used to. And I've lost my "second nature" feeling of which the way the 
planets move against the stars, and the direction in which right ascension increases. 
Polaris is a handy marker of north, but I was surprised at the famous North Star's lack 
of prominence.

I still sometimes find myself arching over backwards to get my bearings, and I like to 
keep a map at hand when I go out to look at the northern sky. But it's still a bit 
awkward having to read charts the right way up!
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Dr. Randall Brooks
Curator, Physical Sciences 

National Museum of Science and Technology

Instrumental Development
and

the Advancement of Astronomy

October 30, 8:00 PM
Ca r le to n  U n iv e rs ity , S tea cie  1 0 3

Since the Middle Ages the advancement of astronomy has gone hand-in-hand with the 
development or refinement of observational instruments. This talk will look at some 
of the fundamental problems being addressed at approximately half-century intervals 

and how the instrumentation of the day impeded or advanced the state of astronomical 
knowledge. Some of the theoretical concepts that will be addressed include 

confirmation of the heiocentric theory including stellar parallax, the physics of the 
stars and, of course, the size of the Universe. Some of the instruments to be discussed 
include astronomical quadrants, the telescope, micrometers, spectroscopes, CCDs and

the Hubble Space Telescope.
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The View from the Other Side Ian Grant
A while ago Brian McCullough asked me what the sky looked like from my home in 
Australia. At his suggestion I am putting my comments into print here.

The Magellanic Clouds are objects which have no counterpart in the northern sky. 
These nearby irregular galaxies appear as bright as the Milky Way and so are visible 
in any reasonably dark sky, and from a truly dark site are very prominent. To the 
naked eye the Larger Cloud is five degrees across with a distinct bright central bar, 
while the Smaller Cloud is smaller and rounder with the globular star cluster 47 
Tucanae easily seen superimposed on its edge.

The segment of Milky Way around the Southern Cross, from the pointers Alpha and 
Beta Centauri on one side of Crux to the Eta Carinae nebula on the other, always 
attracts my gaze on a dark night. This region of the sky holds four first magnitude 
stars within 15 degrees. Eta Carinae appears as a prominent bright knot in the Milky 
Way. The Coal Sack is a dark nebula nestled in one quadrant of the Cross, about 3 
degrees across, black and sharp-edged, although it quickly becomes indistinct if there 
is any stray light around. The visibility of the sixth magnitude star in the Coal Sack 
serves as a convenient test of sky transparency.

Another magnificent naked eye sight is the overhead Milky Way in winter (July). Lots 
of bright star clouds lie across Scutum, Sagittarius and the tail of Scorpius, with a 
sprinkling of star clusters seen as knots in the Milky Way, and an abundance of bright 
stars in this part of the sky. Looking towards the galactic centre, I really get the 
impression of looking into a lens-shaped system of stars: both the diffuse band of the 
Milky Way and the distribution of individual bright stars appear to be wider around 
the centre of the galaxy than closer to the horizon. Since the centre of our galaxy is 
actually obscured by dust, this could be an illusion of having the region overhead, 
though I think it might well be due to the fact I am looking at the next spiral arm in 
from our own.

Telescopic showpieces include the aptly-named Tarantula nebula in the Larger 
Magellanic Cloud (not superimposed, but actually in the LMC), the SMC with 47 
Tucanae (which is a superposition, the globular belonging to our galaxy), and the Eta 
Carinae nebula with its prominent dust lanes. However, I think the most beautiful 
southern object for a telescope is the globular cluster Omega Centauri. It's visible to 
the naked eye as a fourth magnitude fuzzy star a few degrees north of the pointers. The 
view of the bright ball of hundreds of thousands of stars filling a telescope's field is 
marvelous. At an Ottawa star party I once heard someone comment that M13 was the 
"bee's knees". I bit my tongue - Omega Centauri and 47 Tucanae leave it for dead.

Alpha Centauri is a star I often turn the telescope to. Just another double, you might 
think. But knowing it's the nearest star makes it special, and its two bright and widely 
separated components make it a nice sight in any telescope. The components are of
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similar brightness (zero and first magnitude) and slightly yellow like our own sun. 
Actually the closest star is Proxima Centauri. I was surprised when I learned that 
although it is the third member of the Alpha Centauri system, Proxima is two degrees 
away on the sky. At twelfth magnitude I've never hunted it down, although it is 
marked on Sky Atlas 2000.

I think the features which best set the southern sky apart from the northern are those 
whose beauty can only be appreciated by the unaided eye. They should not be missed 
by any sky watcher who gets the chance to see them.

Invitation to the Dick Observatory Rob Dick
Every year I invite members of the Ottawa Center and other astronomy groups up to 
my observatory near Rideau Ferry, Ontario. The observatory houses a 0.6 meter 
newtonian/cassegrain reflecting telescope on about 38 acres of land. Needless to say 
there is plenty of room to set up other telescopes and tents. Twice a year I get a 
relatively large contingent from southern Ontario coming up and a few from Ottawa.

For this autumn's gathering I have selected October 16-18 so as not to conflict with the 
Algonquin Park Camp-Out or the Ottawa Centre Meeting. On this weekend the second 
half of the night will be polluted with moonlight but in past years the comradeship 
among the visitors overshadowed its nuisance (and the customary rain).

For those who wish to camp there is the field and for those with weaker constitutions 
there is a cottage. But, by the time the southern Ontario group arrives there is little 
room left and the septic system is strained. All visitors are encouraged to use the 
outhouse - that's why I built it!

I'll be arriving at about 7:30 pm. Late arrivals are welcome. To help you pick your way 
through Eastern Ontario to the Observatory I have provided a small map below.

The driving time from the Queensway and Greenbank Road is about an hour. The 
observatory is about 0.7 km south on a little gravel road named 'R-8'. It is on the 
eastern approaches to the Rideau Ferry Bridge.

See you there.
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Tickets will be available from Gary and RoseAnne Mussar 
at the October and November Observer's Group Meetings. 

Tickets may also be purchased by mail:
144A Larkin Dr., Nepean, Ontario, K2J 1H7 

Phone: (613) 825-0751
Note: Tickets MUST be purchased by November 13.
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Annual Dinner Meeting
Friday, November 20,1992  

Cocktails: 6:00 PM Dinner: 7:00 PM 
Algonquin College, Woodroffe Campus 

Staff Dining Room 
Tickets $26.00

featuring:

Terence Dickinson



The 1992 General Assembly Paul Comision
The 1992 GA was held at the University of Calgary from July 1st to July 5th this year. 
The facilities were great and the Calgary Centre provided first class entertainment 
with real Western hospitality.

Ottawa Centre members attending were:

Jon Buchanan 
Paul Comision 
Robert Dick 
Mary Grey

Lloyd Higgs 
Alan Hildebrand 
Rolf Meier 
Cathy Hall

Rob Dick won a display award at the Annual Banquet for his display on shadow 
bands.

Two issues of great interest to every member were resolved at this GA.

1. The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada will now operate with a balanced 
budget.

2. Membership fees will remain the same for all levels this year.

I must thank everyone who signed a proxy vote. The fee increase was defeated with 
the following results:

For Against
Proposed $40.00 fee 57 268
Proposed $36.00 fee 155 171

After the second proposal I suggested to President Damien Lemay that the people have 
spoken and have said "NO". At this point Damien proceeded to the next item of 
business.

The following are the new national executive of the society:

President
1st Vice-President
2nd Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Peter Broughton 
Douglas Hube 
Michael Watson 
David Tindall 
Terence Hicks

The 1993 GA is to be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Toronto Centre 
Edmonton Centre 
Unattached 
Halifax Centre 
Kingston Centre
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Photographic Platform Rob Dick
Several people have asked me about my photographic platform that I use to take wide 
angle pictures of the sky. It's mounted on a tripod and requires no batteries, yet it 
allows the user to take pictures with exposures up to five minutes long without any 
trailing of star images. This article describes the device and how it is used.

As we know the Earth rotates in the counter-clockwise direction when viewed from 
above the north pole. This rotation causes the stars to rise above the eastern horizon 
and set in the west. For long exposure photographs this causes the star light to form 
streaks across the film resulting in 'star trails'. It also limits the faintest star that can be 
recorded with your camera and film. This is because the star light falls on a fresh area 
of film every few seconds. This means that the time for an image to build-up on the 
film is actually very short.

What I wanted was a device that could easily compensate for the rotation of the Earth 
so that the camera could be made to track the stars. An equatorial mount for a 
telescope will do this nicely but at a high cost, high mass and they generally require 
electric power for their drive motor.

I'm basically lazy. I wanted to track the stars with a light weight, compact unit that 
consumed no electric power. The design I came up with is based on an article in an 
astronomy magazine from long ago. My original unit cost about $11. One of my 
students built one recently and it cost some what more.

How do we build one of these? We start with two pieces of wood about 6" x 12" and 
½ " thick. One piece will be attached to your tripod. (If you don't have a tripod the cost 
of this project will be over a hundred dollars). The other board will hold your camera 
on an adjustable ball mount. (If you don't have one of these then the total cost for the 
project will be about $50 more). Another piece of camera equipment you will need is a 
cable release (one that can be locked).

Other pieces of hardware that you will need are:

a threaded rod (¼ x 20 threads per inch) and 8" long (this will be cut 
to a length of about 4" later)

two ¼ x 20 nuts with three washers

a ¼ x 20 x 5/8" long flat head screw

a 6" long piano hinge with screws

two ¼ x 20 threaded insert for wood

a couple of popsicle sticks

a 2½ " diameter piece of ¼" wood
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some glue (preferably epoxy), 

a small bungy cord

For tools you will need a screw driver for the piano hinge screws and a ¼" and a 3/8 " 
diameter drill bits, a countersink bit (or a ½" drill bit) and a hack saw. The procedure 
is as follows.

1. The two pieces of wood are joint together along their short edges with a piano 
hinge. The hinge is oriented with the hinge pin on the 'inside' to allow the two boards 
to fold together.

2. Two holes are drilled in each piece of wood. Start with the ¼" drill. Drill a 
through hole in the assembly about 2" from the hinge and about 3" from one of the 
long edges. Re-drill one of these holes to 3/8 diameter. Into this hole hammer and glue 
the ¼ x 20 threaded wood insert. In doing so ensure that the flange portion of the 
insert will be between the two boards when the device is closed.

3. The second hole is counter sunk such that the head of the countersink screw 
will be flush with the surface of the wood. Mount the camera 'ball and socket' support 
using the screw. Make sure the screw is tight.

4. The next operation requires some calculation and this requires some 
explanation as to how the device works.

The Earth rotates once every day. But we are concerned not so much with the 
movement of the Sun but of the stars. If we are going to follow the stars with our little 
device we must forget about the Sun and concentrate on the stars. During one day the 
Earth moves in its orbit around the Sun about one degree. In fact the time from the 
passage of a star across our meridian (a line that passes from the north directly 
overhead to the south) is about four minutes less than 24 hours. This is a sidereal day.

So, to follow the stars requires us to move the camera in the opposite direction to the 
rotation of the Earth at a speed corresponding to the sidereal day, or about 1436 
minutes per day (or revolution).

With a typical camera lens (50 mm focal length) stars will begin to show streaks after 
about Va minute. So we should move the camera at least every 15 seconds. I have 
selected a ¼ x 20 threaded rod to help me provide this smooth motion. It's located at a 
distance from the hinge line such that the advance of one thread (1/20 inches) 
corresponds to one sidereal minute.

If the circumference of a circle is 2πr, where r is the radius of the circle then the 
distance from the rod to the hinge (r) is:

2πr = 1436 min/day x 1/20 inches/minute 
or r = 1436 / (2π x 20) = 11.43 inches = 290 mm

5. Now, the second set of ¼ inch holes can be drilled in the boards. The holes 
should be 11.43 inches from the hinge line. After they are drilled, enlarge the hole that
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is not in the board with the threaded insert using the 3/8 drill. The reason will become 
evident soon.

6. Using a ruler draw a curve with a radius if 11.43 inches. Then take the 
threaded rod and slowly bend it to fit the curve. Once this is done cut off the two ends 
of the bent rod with the hack saw leaving a nicely curved piece that is 4" long. (The 
original ends will probably not have a very good curve).

7. Thread the rod through the board with the ¼" hole and clamp it from both 
sides with the two ¼ - 20 nuts. In doing so, ensure that the arc of the rod passes 
through the larger hole in the second board.

8. The second bit of carpentry is to make a small disk of wood and drill a 3/8 " 
hole through its center and glue the second threaded insert in place.

9. I have noticed that to rotate a disk by about 90° is not difficult if the disk has 
obvious 'corners'. I use the popsicle sticks for the comers. These are cut to a length 
such that they protrude beyond the disk and are glued in place

10. For the final assembly we open the hinged board, slide a washer over the rod, 
screw on the disk, slide on the second washer and hinge the two boards closed.

11. Finally, slide the bungy cord over the assembly to spring the boards together 
against the little threaded disk of wood and mount the unit on a tripod with the hinge 
line pointing over your right shoulder and the threaded rod to the left. In this way, 
rotating the disk will raise the top board away from the one attached to the tripod. This 
is the direction required for tracking the stars.

To use the device mount your camera on its support. Aim the hinge line carefully at 
the north star. This will take a bit of effort as you're down on your knees. Once its 
aligned lock the tripod so the device doesn't move.

Now, with film in the camera (say from ASA 200 up to ASA 1000) aim the camera at 
an interesting area of the sky. Set the camera on 'B ' for 'Bulb'. Note the time then open 
the shutter, locking the cable release. Every 15 seconds rotate the 'popsicle-disk' 90°. 
After a few minutes you can close the shutter to retain your perfect photograph.

The accuracy of the tracking depends on several things. First, the 90° every 15 seconds 
limits the focal length of the camera that should be used. Longer lenses will require 
corrections more often than 15 seconds. They will also require much more accurate 
alignment between the hinge and the north celestial pole.

I am quite content with my little device. Without going to a lot of trouble I can take 
wide angle shots of the sky. I leave the more magnified and carefully guided shots for 
telescope mounted cameras.
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Refractor Snobs Brian McCullough
Ooh. Touchy subject. But don't kid yourself. They're out there. The refractor snobs - 
God's gift to amateur astronomy.

In case you didn't already know it, refractor snobs are the guys (in both sexes of the 
word) who make a distinction between amateur astronomy and backyard astronomy. 
For them it's simple. Amateur astronomers use finely engineered refracting telescopes 
to pursue their discovery and understanding of the universe. Backyard types (little 
better than tripped out Star Trek junkies) mess around with mirrors, Dobsonian 
mounts, bits of Velcro and who knows what-all else in the pursuit of...er, whatever it is 
those unwashed backyard types pursue.

Snobs. They're nothing better than trumped-up lens lackeys, if you ask me. Don't like 
mirrors, hey? Why, the ultra-snobs won't even look at a star diagonal. (The straight- 
through image is so much purer, don't y'know.) And as car drivers they're awful. Too 
snooty even to check their mirrors before changing lanes. Wouldn't dream of using a 
mirror (except maybe to admire themselves).

And if you think I'm exaggerating, get a load of this. A refractor-owner recently had 
the arrogance to relate to me a conversation he had with his telescope dealer. He (Le 
Snob) had confessed to her (La Dealer) that he was feeling guilty for having the best 
telescope at star parties. La Dealer clucked in sympathy. "Oh, I know what you mean," 
she said. "Lots of refractor owners complain they hardly get to use their own scopes at 
parties because everyone else wants to have a look through them."

Bigod. Pass the Grey Poupon. The next thing you know the guy is taking a swipe at 
my little Schmidt-Newtonian. "What’s the aperture?" he inquires politely.

"A little over five inches," replies I.

He guffaws. "Five inches! What, did they do -  aluminize an old floppy diskette!"

You see the pattern here, don't you? Where most of us poor shmucks are satisfied with 
the simple things in life, like right ascension and declination, the refractor snobs 
require one more element -- condescension. Mind you, I am glad I'm keeping notes, 
because one of these days I'm going to get me one of them refractor jobbies. And then 
there'll be no talking to me.

The Grand Tour - Part II Doug George
The two intrepid Voyagers' next stop was the Riverside Telescope Maker's Conference 
in Big Bear, California. During our previous trip to the Texas Star Party, Peter and I 
watched TV coverage of the L.A. riots. At the time we already had paid for our flight 
into LAX - it was scary to think we would be going there. As soon as we hit the 
ground we quite literally headed for the hills! (Fortunately for us our only exposure to
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the situation was on the way back to the airport ... some kids tried to sell us "I 
Survived the L.A. Riot" T-shirts.)

We arrived at Big Bear in the wee hours of the morning, after a blurry drive through 
mountain roads. (Peter thought I was pulling maximum G's on the comers for fun but 
I was only trying to stay awake.) We checked into the "Motel 6" and crashed out.

The next morning we met 
up with Terry Dickinson for 
breakfast, then headed over 
to the YMCA camp where 
RTMC is held. The event 
was originally located in 
Riverside, California, but 
was moved some time ago to 
Big Bear. It is always held 
on the Memorial Day 
weekend, regardless of the 
moon phase. On clear, 
moonless nights the skies 
are fairly decent, although 
there is some light pollution 
from the nearby cities. 
Ostensibly, this is a 
telescope maker's
convention, but in reality it 
is far more.

Stellafane organizers take 
great pains to remain non
commercial; Riverside 
welcomes dealers and 
manufacturers with open 
arms. Riverside is also 
home to an incredibly huge 
swap meet. The
combination of commercial 

dealers, junk sellers, and mobs of people is called the "feeding frenzy". This is the real 
reason people go! Peter came away with a telescope and some camera equipment. 
Mark Coco of Celestron gave me a good deal on an Advanced Astro Master (same as 
the NGC-MAX).

There is of course a telescope maker's "competition", but it has a different slant to it. 
There are no first place, second place, and third place prizes. Instead, builders of 
innovative instruments get "merit awards" of equal value. The atmosphere is not at all 
competitive; everyone's there to have a good time.
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Of course there are also talks. Peter and Terry gave essentially the same talk Peter and 
I gave in Texas. Things got off to a rocky start when Peter locked the keys in our car, 
and his slides were inside! Fortunately the AAA was able to get the car unlocked 
shortly before the talk began. Peter was also involved in a discussion panel on optical 
quality. Not to be outdone, I presented a compressed version of the talk Ajai and I 
gave in Texas on CCD image processing (also replicated at a recent Ottawa Centre 
meeting).

We also had a great time meeting all the people. One of the first people I ran into was 
long-distance Ottawa Centre member Paul Mortfield. He hasn't changed a bit, 
although he isn't quite as "fuzzy" as he used to be. I also had a long chat with David 
Levy, who introduced me to Stephen Edberg and Jean Mueller. Terry, Peter and I had 
dinner with Richard Berry, Alan Dyer, and Robert Burnham. It was interesting to 
hear the viewpoints of all three Editors-in-Chief of Astronomy magazine. Scary, huh?

As for observing... it was cloudy the first night. The second night was intermittently 
clear, but it was not really a good sky. I didn't care-that wasn't why we went. 
Riverside is a place to meet new people, hear interesting talks, see novel telescope 
designs, and buy equipment. Observing, if any, is a bonus.

This trip also started a strange series of coincidences. A couple of weeks after our 
visit, Big Bear was hit by an earthquake strong enough to cause significant damage to 
the Big Bear Solar Observatory. Next I went on a business trip to Florida, and later a 
vacation in Hawaii. Both were immediately thereafter hit by hurricanes ... I wonder 
where should I visit next?

Next month: Gateway to the Universe and Starfest '92.

September Observers Group Meeting Estelle Rother
David Lauzon opened the meeting at 8:15 by welcoming everyone and then asking if 
anyone had been observing (other than the weather!). Several announcements 
followed. The Center now possesses an official RASC pointer (it was once a telescope 
mount leg). To be considered for the Observer of the Year or Variable Star Observer, 
please submit your observing log to Dave by November.

Ian Grant photographed the lunar eclipse in June. He showed slides taken from his 
balcony in the south of Ottawa. These pictures showed no hint of the dark side of the 
moon. For something different, try a multiple exposure. Many cameras do not 
normally take multiple exposures. But it can be done by using the little rewind button 
under the camera. Ian used a 10 minute interval, a 225 mm lens, ASA 200 film and 
an exposure of 1/125 second at f/11.

He also performed a crater count. The times of 16 entries and 18 exits have been 
submitted to Sky and Telescope.
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Brian Burke described the Occultation Team's amazing misadventures. It seems their 
activity was considered a suspicious activity by some. Well, maybe crazy, considering 
that by the time of the occultation it was cloudy. The only occultation anyone would 
see would be the moon occulted by clouds.

Other than the weather, everything was going well and 4 stations had been set up. 
Then high beams were noticed from opposite directions. The high beams had a 
conference and soon after, the force was with them (the Gloucester police force that 
is). All is well that ends well, but a dress code for occultation observing has been 
developed. Do not wear a leather jacket. And in winter, no matter how cold it is, do 
NOT wear a ski mask! By the way, before the next graze, it might be a good idea to 
tell the police. It seems that many people reported suspicious activities.

Brian McCullough reported on musings of Morrisberg. A few weeks before the 
meeting, he was contacted by the Upper Canada Migratory Bird Sanctuary. They 
requested a star gazing party. As usual, it was cloudy. Later it cleared enough so that 
the 30 remaining people at least saw Saturn.

Mike Dacey first reported that there actually was observing at Starfest. The clouds 
cleared for 5 hours at night. He then discussed Star Gaze, a shareware computer 
program. This one can actually be used to plan observing sessions. It reports on 
astronomical and nautical twilight, lunar eclipses and other useful stuff.

Cathy Hall introduced new RASC items - navy or black turtle necks, blue or white golf 
shirts, crests and laminated vinyl stickers.

Dave Lauzon will not be the chairperson next year. He called for nominations for the 
October meeting and encouraged both new and old members to become involved. 
Being a coordinator involves contacting people to get them involved and possibly 
giving some short talks, but it does not require a huge amount of knowledge. The 
chairperson is a go-between for the RASC and the public and it is really not a large 
time commitment.

Paul Comision reported that the upcoming National Council meeting should be 
interesting. He will keep us informed.

In August, Rob Dick gave an astronomy course to members of the Canadian Space 
Agency. The course was video taped and is now being edited. By the end of the 
course, many were quite keen on CCDs. They had the usual success with observing - 
mainly cloudy.

Rob also invited every one to his observatory on October 16 to 18. There is camping 
with an out-house or lots of bushes, and running water (you run down to get it!).

Gary Susick uses 10x50 or 20x100 binoculars to tour the universe. He used 3 books to 
make a list of 35 objects to observe - just wanted to see if the books were telling the 
truth. He shared his observing experiences in Cassiopeia with us. NGC7789, M52, 
NGC129, and Stock 5 are easy to find. NGC225, NGC884 and NGC663 are nice to
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observe. And do not miss NGC457, the owl cluster. Gary advised us not to be afraid 
of looking for faint objects - many are not difficult to see.

There are catalogs by Melott, Collinder, Trumpler, Tombaugh, Messier and Herschel. 
Phil Harrington, who wrote Touring he Sky with Binoculars, used HHR to label 
objects. Some objects have more than one number because they are listed in different 
catalogs with different numbers.

Dave Lauzon closed the meeting at 9:30. And for once, the sky was clear.

Mercury is at an unfavourable eastern elongation near the end of the month. Venus is 
visible low in the southwest at sunset. Mars is in Gemini, and rises in mid-evening. 
Jupiter is in Virgo and rises about two hours before the sun. Saturn is in Capricornus, 
and sets after midnight.

The Sky This Month Doug George

Event Date EST

First Quarter 
Full Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
Last Quarter
Orionid Meteor Shower Peaks 
New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends

Oct. 3 09:12
Oct. 11 13:03
Oct. 16
Oct. 18 23:12
Oct. 21 14:00
Oct. 25 15:34
Nov. 1
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